
The cold depths of the world's oceans are calling the most daring and desperate sailors into the
darkness. The three dangerous Siren Wilds will stand on the path of the daredevil: Emerald, Silver and

Crimson. Each of them owns unique power and is able to bestow the player in her own way. But no
matter which Siren dragged the bold sailor to the bottom, the Steering wheel of Fortune bonus game

is expecting them all at the end of any Free Spins session.

Game ID: 10102

SIREN SONG - GAME SHEET 

Global release

AUGUST 5, 2021
RTP

96,33%
HIT Frequency

31,91%
Volatility

SUPER HIGH
Default Max win

30.000 €



Paylines

25
Default bet size

1 €
Default bet range

0,25 € - 50 €
Default coin range

0,01 - 2

Default max
multiplier

X 600

Key selling points

THREE types of a Bonus Buy with varied volatility from low to high: Emerald Free Spins with Sticky
Skull Wilds, Silver Free Spins with a multiplier and Crimson Free Spins awarding Pick & Click Bonus.

Guaranteed Steering Wheel of Fortune bonus, awarded at the end of any Free Spins with winnings
up to x30,000.

A fascinating mermaid/marine setting saturated with top-quality visuals.
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Target demographic

Both seasoned and younger players across the EU, UK, Nordics and CIS.

Bonus buyers.

High-volatility slots fans.
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Game features

Nudge

Wild Sirens substitute for all symbols, except
for the scatter symbol. Wild Sirens always
nudge to a whole reel.
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Free Spins

Whenever 3 Scatter symbols land on the reels
1, 3 and 5, a choice of three different free spins
games is awarded: Emerald Free Spins, SIlver
Free Spins, Crimson Free Spins. For each of
the games 8 free spins are awarded.At the
end of any free spins Steering Wheel of
Fortune bonus is awarded.

Emerald Free Spins

Skull Wilds become sticky Skull Wilds, during
Emerald free spins. Sticky Skull Wilds symbols
hold their position on the reels for the
remainder of the free spins session.
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Silver Free Spins

Each spin from 4 to 20 �sh bonus symbols are
randomly placed on the game �eld. If there
are multiple �sh landing on the spot, they are
awarded a multiplier equal to the number of
�shes. These multipliers stack multiplicative
(x2 x3 = x6). There are no Wilds, during SIlver
free spins.

Crimson Free Spins

Key symbols are added to the tapes, during
Crimson Free Spins. Keys can be found on the
1, 3 and 5 reels only. At the end of the Crimson
Free Spins Pick&Click bonus game is awarded
to the player with a number of picks equal to
the amount of keys collected. There are no
Wilds, during Crimson free spins.
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Crimson Pick&Click

There are 10 chests with random prizes: ● One
chest is always a Key chest, it awards 1, 2 or 3
extra keys. ● One chest is always a Multiplier
chest, it increases the multiplier for all future
bet chests by 2. Whenever the Multiplier chest
is opened all chests close and reroll to be
opened again. ● Eight chests are always Bet
chests, they award a random amount of bets
from the pool multiplied by the current
multiplier: 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 12, 20, 50, 100, 500. Each
chest costs 1 key to be opened. The bonus
ends when there are no keys left. Total
number of keys is capped at 40 in the single
free spins session.
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Steering wheel of Fortune

Player is awarded with a random prize: ● 5
bets; ● 10 bets; ● 25 bets; ● 100 bets; ● x2
multiplier for the total f ree spins win; ● x3
multiplier for the total f ree spins win; ● x5
multiplier for the total f ree spins win; ● x10
multiplier for the total f ree spins win;
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Game rules

About the game

Siren Song is a video slot with 5 reels and 3 rows, with 25 lines from left to right. The game has:

9 regular symbols (4 low pay symbols, 4 medium pay symbols, 1 high pay symbol);

1 scatter symbol, that triggers free spins and can be found on reels 1, 3 and 5 only.

2 different Wild symbols that substitute for all symbols, except for the scatter symbol:
Nudging Siren Wilds, that always occupy the whole reel, only appear in the regular game;

Sticky Skull Wilds only appear in the Emerald Free Spins.

2 bonus symbols:
High paying �sh in the Silver Free Spins;

Keys in the Crimson Free Spins.

Free Spins
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Whenever 3 Scatter symbols land on the reels 1, 3 and 5, a choice of three different free spins
games is awarded: Emerald Free Spins, SIlver Free Spins, Crimson Free Spins.

For each of the games 8 free spins are awarded.

At the end of any free spins Steering Wheel of Fortune bonus is awarded.

Free Spins and all bonus games are played at the same bet as the round activating them.

Free Spins can’t be retriggered.

Emerald Free Spins

Skull Wilds become sticky Skull Wilds, during Emerald free spins.

Sticky Skull Wilds symbols hold their position on the reels for the remainder of the free spins
session.

Silver Free Spins

Each spin from 4 to 20 �sh bonus symbols are randomly placed on the game �eld.

If there are multiple �sh landing on the spot, they are awarded a multiplier equal to the number of
�shes.

These multipliers stack multiplicative (x2 x3 = x6).
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There are no Wilds, during SIlver free spins.

Crimson Free Spins

Key symbols are added to the tapes, during Crimson Free Spins.

Keys can be found on the 1, 3 and 5 reels only.

At the end of the Crimson Free Spins Pick&Click bonus game is awarded to the player with a
number of picks equal to the amount of keys collected.

Crimson Pick&Click

There are 10 chests with random prizes:

One chest is always a Key chest, it awards 1, 2 or 3 extra keys.

One chest is always a Multiplier chest, it increases the multiplier for all future bet chests by 2.
Whenever the Multiplier chest is opened all chests close and reroll to be opened again.

Eight chests are always Bet chests, they award a random amount of bets from the pool
multiplied by the current multiplier: 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 12, 20, 50, 100, 500.

Each chest costs 1 key to be opened.

The bonus ends when there are no keys left.
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Total number of keys is capped at 40 in the single free spins session.

Steering wheel of Fortune

Player is awarded with a random prize:

Player is awarded with a random prize:

5 bets;

10 bets;

25 bets;

100 bets;

x2 multiplier for the total f ree spins win;

x3 multiplier for the total f ree spins win;

x5 multiplier for the total f ree spins win;

x10 multiplier for the total f ree spins win;

Buy Bonus
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To immediately activate free spins press the Buy Bonus button. A menu will appear, where the
player can choose the bet. Clicking buy button, will make a prompt appear asking the player to
con�rm that they want to activate the Buy Feature. Pressing ’Yes’ will start the chosen bonus. Buy
bonus price is always equal to 127.6 bets.

HOW TO PLAY

Select your bet level;

Press the Spin button to start the game.

HOW TO CALCULATE PAYLINE WINS

To calculate your total win, calculate all payline wins and add them together;

To calculate a single payline win, count the number of identical symbols lined up in the
sequence on the line starting from left to right;

If three or more identical symbols lined up, �nd the win value in the Pay Table. There you can
�nd the value for 3 in a row, 4 in a row and 5 in a row — for all symbols. Only the highest
winning combination per line is paid out;

If the winning combination starts with three Wilds, there can be many ways to interpret the
win. In this scenario, only the highest win combination is paid out;
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Game menus

Game Panel

Expand this image

Lines - Number of active paylines in the game.A -

Bet Level - Changes the bet amount by changing the bet level.B -

Cash Bet - Bet size in player’s currency.C -
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Max Bet - Sets the bet value to the largest available.D -

Spin Button - Starts the game. When the reels are spinning, the spin button transforms into
the Stop Button. Pressing the Stop Button stops the reels immediately.

E -

Autoplay - Players can make the game play without pressing the Spin button each time.
Choose the number of autoplay rounds by pressing the autoplay button. Players can choose
additional conditions for when to stop autoplay in the Game Settings. The loss limit in some
game client versions prevents players from losing above a set limit during an autoplay session.
Pressing the autoplay button the second time stops the autoplay.

F -

Win - Displays the win for the current or last win payout step.G -

Balance - Displays the player's account balance.H -
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